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Executive Summary

The increasing dependence on batteries calls for the accurate monitoring of battery functional status to
increase their quality, reliability, and life. This has led to a variety of ingenious approaches developed
over the years, among which the utilization of novel sensors is attracting increasing attention. Rather
than summarizing all relevant previous work in novel sensing-based battery states monitoring, this paper
selects noteworthy work that may suggest crucial future trends of applying novel sensing techniques to
enhance the physics-guided functionalities in the battery management system. With ultrasonic sensors as
an example, their working principles and general application in non-destructive detection are introduced.
The ultrasonic evaluation for a commercial lithium-ion pouch cell is performed. The experiment results
show that features from ultrasonic measurements could be potential parameters to determine the battery
state-of-charge. The discussion presented herein is expected to induce a more fluent exchange of ideas
and more intense interest in this emerging field. Future studies will present more on novel sensors and
their benefits, drawbacks, possibilities and applications in battery domain.
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1 Introduction
The need to decarbonize the transportation sectors has led to the rapid electrification of transportation
and the growth of large-scale energy storage systems, which further promoted the gradual dominance
of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) in the market due to their high energy density, low self-discharge, and
long cycling life [1, 2]. This trend has, on the one hand, led to the developing of various types of
batteries, such as solid-state batteries [3]; on the other hand, increased the public anxieties regarding
fast charging [4], electric vehicle range [5], and safety concerns [6]. These challenges pose significant
milestones to the efficient functioning of battery management systems (BMS), which typically rely on
conventional measurements such as current, voltage, and temperature to perform real-time state monitor-
ing, charge/discharge control, and thermal management [7, 8]. To address these challenges, BMS needs
to be promoted with more advanced functionalities, including but not limited to online monitoring and
optimization of battery performance under harsh conditions, predicting the remaining useful life (RUL)
of batteries using only early-life datasets [9], and detecting and/or preventing battery failures using non-
destructive techniques [10].

Though extensive research has been carried out to develop the above milestones, there are still several
challenges that need to be addressed. The online monitoring of internal states and degradation is diffi-
cult during battery regular operation, given the limited number of measured quantities and the effect of
measurement noise. Most of the estimation schemes rely on measurement accuracy and may overlook
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instrumentation malfunctions. Moreover, the estimation accuracy of battery states is highly influenced by
aging mechanisms, which arise from a complex interplay of physical and chemical phenomena affected
by environmental conditions, usage patterns, and operational history [11, 12, 13, 14]. A large number
of degradation mechanisms and their inter-dependencies pose significant challenges for modeling and
detecting degradation in Li-ion cells.

A push to develop new monitoring techniques for LIBs has led to spectacular advances across novel
sensing techniques, with which the battery will no longer be simply a black box. The primary idea is to
inject inside and/or attach the battery surface with various smart sensing technologies and functionalities,
such that one can passively monitor the effects of temperature, pressure, and strain, with more physical
information transmitting in and out of the cells [15]. Hereby, we present an overview of the status
determination with novel sensing techniques. The working principles of ultrasonic sensors and a case
study with in operando ultrasonic signal evaluation are also described.

2 Novel sensing techniques for lithium-ion battery application
A sensor is a device that detects and converts non-electrical effects into electrical signals, typically re-
quiring one or several transformation steps to produce the desired electric output signal [16]. In the field
of battery management, sensors are widely used to monitor various parameters, such as voltage, current,
and temperature. This section focuses on highlighting different types of sensors that can provide physical
insights into the battery.

Based on their measurements or stimuli, the commonly used sensors in the battery application domain
could be grouped as a) electric sensors with voltage and current measurement, b) thermal sensors with
temperature, flux, and specific heat measurement, c) mechanical sensors with pressure, strain, and stress
measurement, and d) acoustic/ultrasonic sensors with wave amplitude, phase, spectrum measurement
[16]. Measurements from the first two groups enable a large proportion of the battery management
tasks in the presented literature and engineering practice [17, 18]. However, emerging sensor technolo-
gies, such as those that measure force or pressure [19], cell internal strain [20], and time of flight (ToF)
[21, 22, 23], show great promise in improving battery safety [24], lifetime, and sustainability [25].

Moreover, most of the aforementioned sensors rely on the use outside rather than inside the battery cells,
limiting the knowledge to macroscopic properties and overlooking internal chemical/physical parameters
of prime importance for monitoring battery lifetime. Throughout the entire life cycle of a LIB, complex
electrochemical, mechanical, and thermal processes occur dynamically within the cell, regardless of its
operational status [24]. During the charging process illustrated in Fig.1, for instance, lithium-ions are
extracted from the cathode, traverse the separator, and inserted in the anode. This dynamic process
produces reversible and irreversible thermal generation and volumetric changes in the cell. Under nor-
mal operating conditions, the battery surface and core often exhibit significant temperature differences
[26, 27, 28]. The degree of expansions at cell level mainly depends on the used electrode materials and
battery structure (cylindrical, pouch or prismatic). Naturally, these volumetric changes will result in a
counter force against any applied external pressure on the cell surface [19]. Several studies have shown
that the anode contributes more significantly to the overall cell expansion [29, 30]. Therefore, in addi-
tion to conventional attached sensors, embedded/implantable sensors are increasingly employed to gain
deeper insights into the macroscopic properties and internal chemical/physical parameters [31].
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Figure 1: Working principle of a LIB during charge, where the dot-dashed line presents the movement of lithium-
ions.
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With implantable sensors attracting increased interest, optical sensing is predominant [32, 33, 34]. The
lightweight, flexible, and low-cost optical fibers make it possible for them to be embedded into individual
cells without significant additional size and weight [35]. Furthermore, the high sensitivity and multiplex-
ing capability to measure a wide range of parameters of interest for fiber optic sensing (FOS) allows
them to detect strain, acoustic emission, and chemical species formation inside the battery, which could
sever as strong indications of battery states [35, 25]. However, there are still several challenges to the
practical implementation of FOS in battery applications. Concerns about cost pose the most substantial
roadblock to enhanced monitoring, especially cell-level monitoring. A few concerns have also arisen
about the insertion safety of optical fibers into batteries and the durability of the materials both on the
fiber side and the battery electrode [34, 35].

3 Battery monitoring with ultrasonic sensors
As discussed in Section 2, many efforts are being made to understand and monitor the battery with novel
sensing techniques. Based on different working principles, each sensor can track various changes inside
the battery and thus different parameters could be extracted to describe a battery state. However, for the
sake of brevity, this section will only focus on the ultrasonic sensors.

3.1 Ultrasonic sensors
In analogy to visible and ultraviolet light, the terms ”sound” and ”ultrasound” are used to describe the
propagation of a mechanical perturbation in different frequency ranges. Compared to acoustic sensors,
ultrasonic sensors operate at higher frequencies and can detect sound waves beyond the audible range
[36]. Due to their high sensitivity, versatility, and cost-effectiveness, both sensors have been widely used
in non-destructive detection (NDT) and/or structure health management (SHM) [36, 37]. The schemes
available for SHM can be broadly classified as active or passive depending on whether or not they involve
the use of actuators, respectively. Guided-wave (GWs) testing has emerged as a very prominent option
among active schemes. It can offer an effective method to estimate the location, severity, and type of
damage, and it is a well-established practice in the NDT industry. There, GWs are excited and received
in a structure using handheld transducers for scheduled maintenance. In ultrasonic testing, GWs with
high-frequency sound energy can propagate as elastic waves through a material [36]. The measurements
could then be used to detect defects such as corrosion or cracks that may not be visible from the outside.
Thus, ultrasonic GWs are widely used for flaw detection/evaluation, dimensional measurements, mate-
rial characterization, and more [38].
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Figure 2: Schematic illustrations of ultrasonic testing with a pouch battery. Top: the experimental set-ups, includ-
ing the signal generation and acquisition system and a pouch cell with transmitting and receiving piezos attached.
Bottom left: the sound (represented by arrows) going through different layers of the cell, with some reflected and
some transmitted. Bottom right: piezos of slice shape [Left] and probe transducers [Right].
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The critical components of ultrasonic GWs include the transducers, relevant theory, signal processing
methodology, the arrangement of the transducer network to scan the structure, and the overall SHM
architecture (i.e., issues related to supporting electronics, robustness, and packaging) [39]. The most
commonly used transducers are angled piezoelectric transducers, comb transducers, and electromagnetic
acoustic transducers. The widely used piezoelectric transducers for SHM are embedded or surface-
bonded piezoelectric wafer transducers (referred to as ”piezos” hereafter). Piezos are inexpensive and
available in very fine thicknesses, making them unobtrusive and conducive to integration into structures
[39, 40]. The ultrasonic sensors with piezoelectric films are normally used to study the evolution of
the acoustic waves transmitted through the battery [41, 42, 21, 22, 23]. With a pouch LIB as an exam-
ple, Fig.2 presents a pitch-catch inspection configuration. The whole system includes several functional
units, such as the pulser/receiver, transducers, and display devices. Depending on the application, differ-
ent shapes and placements of transmitter and receiver are possible.

The pulser/receiver is an electronic device that can produce high-voltage electrical pulses. When driven
by the pulser, the transducer generates high-frequency ultrasonic energy, which is introduced and propa-
gated through the battery in the form of waves. As the initial pulse passes through each interface, some
fraction of the wave is transmitted and some is reflected, depending on the degree of mismatch in the
sound speed c between adjacent layers and whether c increases or decreases from one layer to the next.
Additionally, the wave is attenuated (i.e., loses energy) as it passes through the bulk region of each layer.
As each interface is an opportunity for the pulse to split, the acoustic behavior of the cell quickly becomes
complicated. To be more specifically, each new wave interacts not only with interfaces (creating even
more waves) but also with each other. Consequently, with the multi-layer structure for LIBs, the sound
waves become increasingly dampened due to dissipation and the increasing number of encountered in-
terfaces. The result is an ”echo chamber” effect for reflected the waves. With all said, the received signal
is a fusion datasets and hard to distinguish the exact echo for each layer.
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Figure 3: Example of transmitted signal in the time domain, including the envelope, maximum envelope, and 10%
threshold of the absolute amplitude.

After crossing all the layers of the battery, the reflected wave signal is transformed into an electrical
signal by the transducer. Depending on propagation mode, the propagation through the battery cell [22]
or along its surface [43] can be measured [44]. With the received signals, various characteristics and
information can be inferred and employed to potentially decide if damage has developed in the structure.
Before extracting the features, pre-processing or data cleansing may be needed to clean the signals, since
any sensor, in general, is susceptible to noise from a variety of sources [39]. This is particularly needed
if the feature extraction mechanism is not robust to noise. Later, as shown in Fig.3, different features of
interest could be extracted, which typically include the ToF, amplitude, and envelope in the time domain
and power spectral density (PSD) in frequency domain [45]. The ToF is normally defined as the time
difference between the sending and reception of the signal. Furthermore, the ToF allows the calculation
of propagation speed and Young’s modulus base on Equations 1 and 2, respectively, where c is the mean
sound velocity, d is the cell thickness, Eeff is the effective Young’s modulus, and ρ is the overall density
of the battery. The amplitude of the transmitted signal can also be taken as a measure of the attenuation
of the sound wave when passing through the medium [44].
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With all the collected damage-sensitive features, a pattern recognition technique is required to classify
the damage and estimate its severity. It’s important to note that GWs SHM always involves the use of
some threshold value to determine whether the damage is present in the structure or not. The choice
of the threshold is usually application-dependent and typically relies on some false-positive probability
estimation [39]. In the LIB application, patterns in different features (i.e. density, Young’s modulus,
the porosity of the electrodes) could be detected and further used to describe the battery state [46, 45].
The absolute energy signal strength and the PSD of the signal transmitted are considered to monitor the
reversible change that occurs during the charge/discharge process. Variations noted can be correlated to
the battery SoC [21, 46].

3.2 Case study: in operando ultrasonic signal evaluation
To see how ultrasonic waves could vary while a LIB is operating, this section will present a case study
with one cell from KoKam (SLPB065070180, Kokam Co., Ltd.). The cell consists of a graphite anode
and a nickel-rich NCM cathode. The battery cells have an active area dimension (excluding sealing and
tabs) of 67 mm×165 mm (width×height). The thickness of the battery cell is 6.5 mm ±0.05 mm at SoC
30%. More specifications of this cell are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: KoKam cell specifications

Characteristic Value Units
Cathode Composition NCM —
Nominal voltage 3.7 V
Maximum charge voltage 4.2 V
Minimum discharge voltage 2.7 V
Nominal capacity 12 Ah
Maximum charge current 12 A
Maximum discharge current 24 A

3.2.1 Experimental set-ups
Following the illustrations in Fig.2, the ultrasonic experiments are prepared with four essential compo-
nents: 1) a battery sandwiched with ultrasonic transducers, 2) a PCUS pro-Single ultrasonic frontend
(Fraunhofer Institute for Ceramic Technologies and Systems IKTS), which enables manual or automated
inspections with a single conventional probe (single or dual elements), 3) a Biologic potentiostat (VMP3,
VSP) with a booster to charge and discharge the cell, and 4) a laptop with another printed circuit board
to control the PCUS and record the receiving signals.

The cell was sandwiched between two ultrasonic sheets, as illustrated in Fig.4. The 2 mm damping
layers and the ultrasonic PZT discs, with 1 mm thick and 10 mm diameter, have been glued onto both
sides of the battery. The ultrasonic transducers have a center frequency of 2 MHz. The signal evaluation
was performed through the use of the PCUS electronics and Python scripts. The frequency, amplitude,
and signal shape of the transmitted signal were set within the Python scripts. The transmitted ultrasonic
waves were measured in the receiver and electronically amplified.

After setting up all the necessary equipment and placing the battery in a 25 ◦C thermal chamber, a rectan-
gular pulse with 200 V and a length of 500 ns was continuously sent from the PCUS. As shown in Fig.2,
the excited ultrasonic signal passed through the different layers inside the battery and the received waves
was recorded by the PCUS analog-digital converter at a sampling rate of 100 MHz. Simultaneously, the
battery started a constant current constant voltage (CCCV) charging and CC discharging. The current
applied during CC charge and discharge was C/2 (6 A), and the cut-off criterion in the CV step during
charge was a current of 0.05A at 4.2 V. After reaching the charging cutoff criterion, a 0.5 h rest period
was included. The discharge stopped at the minimum voltage of 2.7 V and continued with a 0.5 h rest.
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Figure 4: Details of the manufactured ultrasonic sensor system within a battery.

3.2.2 Results and discussion
After collecting and pre-processing data, various features were evaluated from the ultrasonic data. The
sample waves collected from aforementioned tests are depicted in Fig.5. In this cell, as SoC drops during
discharge, the first measured waves (from 0.4e−5 to 0.8e−5 seconds) undergo a significant change. The
height and width of the amplitude decrease as the battery discharges. Additionally, the second set of
waves (from 1.1e−5 to 1.6e−5 seconds) was also observed, which did not change significantly compared
to the first waves. These behaviors become even more noticeable when examining the envelope in Fig.5.
The maximum envelope decreases from 0.911 a.u. to 0.706 a.u. as the SoC drops from 0.8 to 0.2.
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Figure 5: Amplitude [Upper] and envelope [Lower] at three different SoCs during C/2 discharge.

To further evaluate the ToF based on the amplitude, a thresholding method was utilized. The ToF was
determined as the first data point of the entry that exceeded the threshold. The optimum threshold value
is often estimated empirically. It can be chosen relative to the maximum of the measured signal, e.g. 5%.
Ideally, the maximum of the measured signal lies within one of the transmitted acoustic wave packages.
Otherwise more elaborate threshold value picking criteria may be required. Another option is to choose
the threshold based on the noise since it should lie above the noise level to avoid false positives [47].
Hereby, the threshold was set at 10% of the absolute maximum amplitude, chosen as a suitable compro-
mise between detecting the signal as early as possible and staying well above the noise level [45]. To
improve the ToF resolution beyond the 10 ns limit imposed by the 100 MHz sampling rate of the A/D
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converter, the signal was linearly interpolated between the first data point exceeding the threshold and
the previous data point.

With the battery being charged and discharge, the maximum amplitude varies, as shown in Fig. 6. Dur-
ing CC charging, the maximum amplitude increases, and this increase continues during CV charging and
rest periods. The maximum amplitude then decreases during discharge, as previously observed in Fig.5.
Once the discharge is finished, a relatively small rise is also observed in the maximum amplitude, similar
to the voltage recovery.
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Figure 6: Voltage [Solid line] and maximum amplitude [Dot-dashed line] during C/2 charge and discharge.
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Figure 7: Voltage [Solid line] and ToF [Dot-dashed line] during C/2 charge and discharge.

Unlike the maximum amplitude, the ToF decreases with charging the battery, while increases with dis-
charging it. Initially, this is counterintuitive as the cell is getting thicker during charging and thus the
signals would need to traverse a greater distance. If the assumption on constant sound velocity holds,
based on Equation 1, the ToF supposes to increase together with cell thickness during charge. However,
with a measurement of cell thickness and based on Equation 2, recent study [45] has shown that, while
battery is operating, the sound velocity changes, which is dependent on the change in stiffness of the
electrodes inside the cell. To be more specific, the graphite in lithiated state is much harder/stiffer, thus
causing higher effective Young’s modulus, than graphite in the unlithiated state. Harder/stiffer materials
transfer sound waves faster. Therefore the ToF of the charged cell is smaller. A plateau in the ToF is also
observed when the battery started CV charging at 4.2 V. By comparing the differential ToF (dToF/dV )
and differential voltage (dQ/dV ) analysis in [45], such a plateau might potentially be associated with
the phase transition of the NCM battery. More investigations into the estimation of SoC from ultrasonic
data and the causes of the plateau will be given in our future studies.

4 Conclusions
Effective battery monitoring is crucial for ensuring reliable and safe operation of battery-powered de-
vices. However, traditional sensors often prove inadequate for measuring several battery states, thus
necessitating the development of novel sensing techniques. In this paper, a comprehensive overview of
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the use of novel sensors in the battery domain is presented, together with discussions on their advantages
and limitations. Then focusing on ultrasonic sensors, their working principles and representative exam-
ples of their application in NDT are described.

A case study using a commercial pouch battery is performed to demonstrate the potential of ultrasonic
sensors for battery monitoring. The experimental results reveal that ultrasonic features, such as maximum
amplitude and ToF, undergo significant changes during battery operation. These features hold promise
for determining battery states, and we aim to leverage them to develop effective and physics-guided
BMS to ensure the safe and reliable operation of battery-powered devices. Similar overviews on other
novel sensors and their potential for monitoring and diagnosing battery states will be given in our future
studies.
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